Fabric Properties
Fabric Name

Description

Colours

Washable

Weight

Flying Changes
Technical Fabric

Our high quality Italian technical fabric has Black, Navy, Royal Blue, Grey, Green
been developed exclusively for us. It has
been tried and tested by elite riders in
extreme conditions. Lightweight,
breathable and so comfortable to wear
you hardly know you are wearing a coat at
all.

51% Cotton
41% Polyamid
8% Elasthan

YES

295g/lfm

Helle

This is a fractionally lighter weight cloth
Black, Dark Navy, Light Grey,
and a beautiful classical fabric to wear due Charcoal Grey.
to the wool content. It is the fabric we
used for all the Team GBR Rio Olympic
coats. It however, does not have quite the
same amount of elastane as our own
fabric.

54% PES
44% WV
2%LY

YES

290g/lfm

Bom

Another super quality technical fabric, we
use it mainly for the colours oﬀered. It is
slightly heavier than our own but still a
very comfortable fabric to wear.

Dark Green, Blue, Dark Grey, Light
Grey.

52% Cotton
44% Polyamid
4% Lycra

YES

310g/lfm

Tess

This fabric is very similar in properties to
the Helle but has just a little more
elastane.

Brown, Burgundy.

53% PL
43% WV
4% EA

YES

290 g/lfm

Fabric Properties
Swing Collection

Made from Luxury Merino Wool in a
beautiful array of colours, this
collection has Natural Stretch in the
weft and is Stain & Water Repellent.

Various

100% Extrafine
Merino Wool

NO

300 - 320
grms

Various

100% lightweight
pure wool.

NO

290 - 335
grms

This collection carries a surcharge of
£60 - £75.00 depending on style
Pure Wool

Our all wool collections come in a variety
of plains and tweeds. They drape
beautifully and are suitable if a particular
colour is required or for event and show
riders looking for beautiful lightweight
tweeds.

This collection carries a surcharge of
£60 - £75.00 depending on style

